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2. The institutions: organization and powers 

 

2.1. General  

The judicial organization of the ancien régime was abolished in 1790 at the start of the French Revolution. The new 

courts were set up based on the principles of the 1789 Declaration of Human Rights. The judicial organization was 

subsequently partially amended by the constitutions of September 3, 1791, of 5 Fructidor year III (August 22, 1795) 

and 22 Frimaire year VIII (December 13, 1799) and by a series of supplementary laws and decrees (such as the laws 

of 27 Ventôse year VIII (March 18, 1800) and April 20, 1810). To the judicial system, as introduced upon the final 

annexation of Belgium to France in October 1795, only a limited number of changes were made until the Judicial 

Code of 1967 (in force since 1970), for example those introduced by the constitutions of the United Kingdom (of 

the Netherlands) in 1815 (abolition of jury trials) and the Kingdom of Belgium in 1831 and by the Belgian judicial 

organization acts of August 4, 1832, June 18, 1869 and October 25, 1919.  

After the annexation of the United Departments (Austrian Netherlands and the County of Liège) into France, by the 

decree of 9 Vendémiaire year IV (October 1, 1795), a series of new courts were set up in the Pays réunis (9 

départements). On 2 Frimaire year IV (November 23, 1795) the People’s Representatives adopted an organic decision 

introducing the French judicial system in civil cases. In each canton (NL: Kanton) a justice of the peace court 

(vredegerecht / tribunal de paix) was set up, and in each département (NL: department), a civil court (burgelijke gerecht / civil 

tribunal). The seats of the new departmental civil courts were determined, for the départements réunis, by decision of the 

People’s Representatives of 7 Frimaire year IV (November 28, 1795). These courts consisted, in accordance with the 

Constitution of Year III of at least 20 judges, a Commissaire du Directoire exécutif and one or two substitutes (members 

of the public prosecution service, but without the powers of public prosecutor) and a clerk. The procedure in civil 

cases was governed by various decisions in anticipation of the adoption, on April 24, 1806 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure (Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering / Code de Procédure Civile). The decision of 2 Frimaire year IV also 

provided for the establishment of commercial courts. With the Acts of 3 and 12 Vendémiaire year VII (September 

24 and October 3, 1798) ten commercial courts with limited territorial jurisdiction were set up in the Départements 

réunis. On October 6, 1809, the decree on the organization of commercial courts was issued. 

Empowered for criminal cases were: the justice of the peace (vrederechter / justice de la paix) (sitting as a police 

magistrate), the correctional police court (rechtbank van correctionele politie / tribunal de police correctionnelle)  - with each 

département having at least three ‘correctional courts’ – and finally the criminal court (with a double jury: an 

indictment jury and a verdict jury), one per département. The Tribunal de Cassation (Supreme Court) sat in Paris and 

already existed since the decree of November 27-December 1, 1790. The court took the name Cours de Cassation / 

Hof van Cassatie in May 1804.  The main task of this court consisted of quashing all judgments handed down in last 

instance, in both civil and criminal matters, which represented a violation of law or a violation of the prescribed 

forms and to refer the cases, as to the merits, to another court.  

After the coup d’état of 18 Brumaire year VIII (November 9, 1799), the consuls drafted a new constitution. The 

Constitution of 22 Frimaire year VIII (December 13, 1799) introduced a new judicial organization that has remained 

mutatis mutandis to the present day.  The function of public prosecutor, introduced in 1790, was abolished. The public 

prosecution function was vested in the Commissaire du gouvernement (renamed procurateur impérial in 1804), whose task it 

was to institute prosecutions and to monitor the discipline and regularity of court services. The département civil 
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courts and police correctional courts were abolished and replaced, in each legal district (arrondissement), by courts of 

first instance (Act of 27 Ventôse year VIII - March 18, 1800), sitting in both civil and criminal matters. Above these, 

appeal courts were introduced (in May 1804: Courts of Appeal (hoven van beroep  /  cours d’appel), in April 1810: 

imperial courts (keizelijke hoven  /  cours impériaux). The appeals against the judgments of the civil court in Ghent for 

example, were handled by successively by the Brussels tribunal d'appel, established by the Decree of 27 Ventôse year 

VIII, by the Brussels Court of Appeal (senatusconsulte of 28 Floréal year XII, Art. 136);  by the Brussels Imperial 

Court (Act of April 20, 1810), by the High Appeal Court of Justice in Brussels (cour supérieur d’appel) during the period 

of the United Kingdom (1814-1830) and from October 15, 1832 by the Court of Appeal in Ghent. 

On May 18, 1804, the département criminal courts (criminele rechtbanken /  tribunaux criminels) were turned into criminal 

courts (criminele hoven  /  cours de justice criminelle) which in turn, by the Act of April 20, 1810, were replaced by assize 

courts, sitting on a temporary basis. Besides the police courts (politierechtbanken  /  tribunaux de simple police), the correctional 

courts (correctionele rechtbanken   /  tribunaux de police correctionnelle) and the assize courts, the 1810-1811 legislation 

provided for the special criminal courts (bijzondere hoven  /  cours spéciales) for the punishment of specific crimes such 

as armed insurrection and counterfeiting. The organization of criminal proceedings was fundamentally changed with 

the entry into force, on January 1, 1811, of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Wetboek van Strafvordering  /  Code de 

procédure pénale) of November 27, 1808. The Act of April 20, 1810 on the organization of the courts also introduced 

the function of examining magistrate (onderzoeksrechter  /  juge d’instruction). 

Meanwhile, on March 18, 1806, Napoleon introduced labour tribunals (werkrechtersraden  /  conseils de Prud'Hommes) 

charged with mediating in minor, everyday disputes between workers and factory owners or between journeymen 

and masters. The labour tribunals were composed of lay judges. The first labour tribunal created in our country 

was that of Ghent (August 28, 1810), followed by Bruges (March 1, 1813). Most of the labour tribunals were 

established only after the Belgian revolution in various industrial centres:  Kortrijk (Courtrai), Antwerp and Ieper 

(Ypres) (April 9, 1842), Ronse  /  Renaix (August 2, 1843), Lokeren, Dendermonde and Sint-Niklaas (October 3, 

1843), Aalst (February 26, 1844 ), Brussels (December 22, 1848), etc.  In all, 53 labour tribunals were set up in the 

industrial centres and major cities.  Under Art. 15 of the Act of March 25, 1876, the powers of labour tribunals were 

regulated by special laws.  These included the organic acts on labour tribunals of May 15, 1910 and July 9, 1926 (Art. 

43).  The Act of June 25, 1913 introduced appeal labour tribunals (prior to that appeals were brought before the 

commercial courts). These appeal tribunals were established in seven provincial capitals. To these were added in 

1960 two more, one in Hasselt, the other in Libramont. By Royal Decree of July 26, 1929 a special seamen’s labour 

tribunal was established in Antwerp. The Judicial Code Act of October 10, 1967 abolished these benches. They were 

replaced by the labour courts (arbeidsrechtbanken / tribunaux de travail), one per district, and labour appeal courts 

(arbeidshoven  /  cours de travail), set up alongside the Courts of Appeal. 

The Constitution of August 24, 1815 retained the French judicial organization with the exception of two details: the 

court of assizes was maintained but without a jury and, in the absence of a supreme court – the Constitution 

provided for a Supreme Court but this was not introduced before 1830 – the court of appeal was given supreme 

authority to overturn the judgments of other courts, a situation that would persist until 1832.  For the southern 

provinces (of the United Kingdom) there were since 1815 only two high courts (hoge gerechtshoven / cours supérieures de 

justice), one in Brussels and one in Liège. The Royal Decrees of October 1, 1814 and September 15, 1819 made the 

use of Dutch obligatory for legal proceedings in the Dutch-speaking areas. The French Code of Criminal Procedure 

remained in force. 

The Belgian Constitution of February 7, 1831 retained the Napoleonic institutions and provided for the 
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establishment of a Supreme Court or ‘Court of Cassation’ (Hof van Cassatie / Cours de cassation). The Constitution gave 

the courts and tribunals of the judiciary exclusive jurisdiction in any dispute about civil rights. All courts and 

tribunals of the judiciary were enumerated in the Constitution. The lawmaker may not establish special courts (Art. 

94 GW / Const., now Art. GGW / Const. coord. 146).       The specific organization of the various benches, their 

powers and functions of the magistrates were regulated by various laws, among others by the Judicial Organization 

Act of June 18, 1869, the Act of March 25, 1876 containing Section I of the introductory book of the Code of Civil 

Procedure (better known as the law on powers), the Act of April 17, 1878 containing the preliminary sections of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure (since amended several times) and the Judicial Code Act of October 10, 1967 (also 

repeatedly amended). 

The judicial power, after the Belgian revolution, was definitively instituted by the Judicial Organization Act of August 

4, 1832. The assize courts (one per province) acted again with juries (Art. 98 GW / Const., now Art. GGW.Const. 

coord. 150). The writers of the constitution wished major crimes that shocked public opinion (criminal cases, 

political crimes and press crimes), to be judged by 12-member juries. The nature of the punishment was determined 

together with professional judges. Following the split of the province of Brabant, the Act of December 27, 1994 

provides for the establishment of three assize courts, one for the administrative district (arrondissement) of Brussels-

Capital, a second for the province of Walloon Brabant and a third for the province of Flemish Brabant. 

The internal organization of the court of first instance was regulated after the Belgian revolution by service 

regulations. These règlements de l'ordre de service were presented for the King’s approval and contain numerous decisions 

regarding the holding of sessions, entry on the court roll, the convening and distribution of cases between the 

different chambers, the powers of the chambers, the organization of the ‘investigative service’ (examining 

magistrates) , etc.  

 

From 1911 onwards justice of the peace courts were set up in large urban areas with exclusive jurisdiction in criminal 

cases and territorial jurisdiction over several judicial districts (cantons). In this way an autonomous police court came 

into being in Brussels by Act of August 12, 1911, responsible for the four Brussels cantons and the cantons of 

Anderlecht, Molenbeek-Saint-Jean and Saint-Josse-ten-Node. The territorial jurisdiction of the Brussels police court 

was repeatedly extended. Similar institutions were established in Antwerp (October 2, 1913), Liège (March 29, 1929), 

Ghent (April 25, 1960), etc. 

Since the Act of February 14, 1878, the three courts of appeal have been charged through temporary laws entrusted 

with the handling of electoral affairs and fiscal matters related to the implementation of the Electoral Code. By way 

of implementation of the Military Act of August 16, 1881, the appeal courts also have jurisdiction in military cases. 

Apart from the general competence of the courts of appeal in criminal cases, these courts also handled appeals 

against decisions of administrative courts. Appeals against the decisions of the consular courts were handled solely 

by the Brussels Appeal Court (Act of December 31, 1851, Art. 30).  

To save costs, single-judge chambers were set up in the courts of first instance by the Act of October 25, 1919. The 

judges sitting singly heard certain statutorily-defined cases.  

The introduction, by the Child Protection Act of May 15, 1912, of the office of children’s judge as a specialized 

judge (with competence solely in criminal matters) had little impact on the organization of the court of first instance. 

The creation of the juvenile court (Youth Protection Act of April 8, 1965), that replaced the children’s judge from 

September 1, 1966 replaced, had all the more impact. The juvenile became a third division of the court of first 

instance. Unlike the children’s judge, the juvenile court also had jurisdiction for civil cases. 
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On February 1, 2007 sentencing courts were introduced (the Act of May 17, 2006). The sentencing court is a division 

of the court of first instance, but does not exist in every judicial district (arrondissement). There are six in all: one in 

each judicial territory of a court of appeal, with for Brussels one Dutch and one French-speaking chamber. 

Sentencing chambers may sit in any court of first instance located in the judicial territory of the court of appeal, and 

also in prisons (Article 76 Judicial Code).    

The military courts deserve separate mention. Under French rule there existed in every army division two 

separate courts-martial (established by Act of 13 Brumaire year V - November 3, 1796, and by Act of 18 

Vendémaire year VI - October 9, 1797). Alongside the permanent courts-martial operated special courts-martial 

for the trial of petty officers and deserters (decision of 19 Vendémaire year XII - October 12, 1803), and 

extraordinary courts-martial for the trial of generals and commanders capitulating in dishonourable 

circumstances (decree of May 1, 1812). A review board, established by division, acted as an appeals instance (Act 

of 18 Vendémaire year VI). The Dutch legislator replaced the French system and provided a fully-fledged 

appeals instance: the Supreme Military Court (Hoog Militair Gerechtshof / Cour militaire suprême). The military 

prosecutor’s office (Krijgsauditoraat / auditoriat de guerre) became the military counterpart of the public 

prosecutor’s office (parket / parket). In the southern provinces eight standing courts-martial were established by 

Royal Decree of December 5, 1815:  in the provinces of Antwerp, Limburg, Brabant, East Flanders, West 

Flanders, Hainaut, Liège and Namur (also competent for Luxembourg). The number of permanent courts-

martial was gradually reduced. The law of January 29, 1849 expanded the jurisdiction of the Antwerp court-

martial to include the province of Limburg. In 1899, jurisdiction over the province of Luxembourg was switched 

from Namur to Liège and in 1928 the court martial of Hainaut was merged with that of Brabant, that of West 

Flanders with that of East Flanders and that of Namur with that of Liège. Besides the standing courts-martial 

there were also field courts-martial, set up in the proximity of an operating army division, or in an occupied city. 

In the aftermath of World War II, sixteen additional courts-martial were established to try persons suspected of 

collaboration. Between 1947 and 1950 these were dissolved. In 1998 it was decided, as part of the so-called 

Octopus Accords, to abolish the military courts. At that time there remained only the Brussels court-martial, 

which had absorbed in 1993 the powers of the court martial in Antwerp and in 1995 those of Ghent and Liège. 

The Act of April 10, 2003 regulating the abolition of military courts in peacetime and their maintenance in time 

of war put an end on January 1, 2004 the work of the military prosecutors’ offices, courts-martial and the 

Military Court. The tasks of these bodies is taken over peacetime by the public prosecutor’s office, the court of 

first instance and the court of appeal respectively. 

 

Regarding the division of judicial power, a distinction is made between the ordinary benches, that is the courts and 

the tribunals of the judicial power, and the administrative benches on the other. Below we look briefly also at the 

function of the public prosecution service (‘public ministry’) and at that of the Court of Arbitration. 

2.2. The ordinary benches 

The courts and tribunals included under Chapter VI, ‘the judicial power’ of Section III of the Coordinated 

Constitution of February 17, 1994 (GGW / Const.Coord.) are known as the ordinary courts. They have jurisdiction 

over civil disputes and, subject to exceptions prescribed by law, political rights. The legislator has proceeded to a 

certain division of labour between the various courts of the judicial power.  On the one hand, cases are divided 
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according to the nature of the dispute between various kinds of courts (material jurisdiction). The material 

jurisdiction of the courts is based on either the amount of the dispute (over or under 1860 euro), or the nature of the 

dispute (civil or criminal) or the instance (first instance or appeal). Secondly, the division of responsibilities goes 

hand-in-hand with a geographical distribution of the various courts across the national territory. There are five types 

of territorial subdivisions (territorial jurisdiction): 

• the judicial kanton / canton (227) includes, depending on the population, one or more cities and municipalities, and 

at times parts of cities (the Act of March 25, 1999 fundamentally revised the division into cantons); 

• the judicial arrondissement (27), brings together a number of cantons; 

• the province (10); 

• the judicial territory of the court of appeal (5), covering a territory that can extend to three provinces: 

• the Kingdom. 

In certain benches jurisdiction is determined by the status of the legal subjects: military personnel, the judiciary, the 

minors. A procedure can, seen nationally, be conducted at most at three levels: the double instance and cassation. In 

each judicial arrondissement sits a court of first instance. This is divided into several chambers for civil, criminal, 

juvenile and (in some cases) sentencing matters. These chambers form respectively the civil court, the 

correctional court, the juvenile court and the sentencing court.  

The civil benches 

The civil court has full jurisdiction, which means that it is competent for all disputes for which the legislature has not 

expressly given competence (in first instance) to another court. The civil court has general jurisdiction for all claims 

where the amount exceeds EUR 1860.  It hears all claims except for those that come directly before the appeal court 

and the supreme court (art. 568 Judicial Code).      A number of exclusive powers are also assigned to the civil courts, 

regardless of the amount of the claim (art. 569 Judicial Code).        The civil chambers of the court of first instance 

are charged, for instance, with disputes involving personal law (nullity of marriage, divorce, descent), property 

(marital property regime, succession) and expropriation and intellectual property rights. The civil court also deals 

with appeals against decisions of the justice of the peace (art. 577 Judicial Code).        In the courts of first instance 

certain judges have some special powers in civil matters. For example, the resident is authorized, in a special 

procedure (kort geding / en référé3¸), to give a preliminary ruling in all emergency cases pending a decision on the 

merits. In this way the president may make a decision quickly to avoid or halt a situation that has the potential of 

causing irreparable harm or serious inconvenience.  The preliminary ruling can be challenged on appeal. The 

summary proceedings procedure goes back to the 1806 Code of Civil Procedure (Art. 806-811) and the Decree of 

March 30, 1808 (Art. 57).     

The legislature has also assigned specific competencies to the justices of the peace, the commercial courts, the labour 

courts and the labour appeal courts. The commercial court hears disputes between traders, relating to acts which the 

law classifies as acts of commerce, other than claims in an amount not exceeding 1860 euro (Article 573 Jud. Code).      

In addition, this court has jurisdiction for specific disputes involving the application of commercial law (bankruptcy 

and bills of exchange for example) and company law.  It also hears appeal against decisions of the justice of the 

peace in commercial matters where the amount of the claim exceeds EUR 1240.  The commercial court is organized 

                                                           
3 Translated generally as ‘summary proceedings’ or ‘interim relief’. The rulings are often referred to as ‘injunctions’- 
translator 
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at the level of the judicial arrondissement and is composed of a president, who is a professional magistrate, and lay 

judges with experience in commercial matters who may be appointed for a limited period.  Sometimes departments 

of the commercial court sit in a different city than the capital of the arrondissement. For example, departments of 

the Dendermonde commercial court sat until January 2003 in Sint-Niklaas and Aalst, and a department of the Bruges 

commercial court sits in Ostend. 

The Justice of the Peace is competent for claims in civil and commercial cases where the amount in question does 

not exceed EUR 1860 (Art. 590 Judicial Code).        Originally the justice of the peace was primarily a mediator in 

minor disputes (conciliation). Through the systematic expansion of his specific competence since the beginning of 

this century, the justice of the peace is today competent, whatever the amount of the claim, for more and more 

disputes (e.g. concerning rent and real estate). He is a kind of ‘family judge’. He settles disputes regarding alimony, 

except those demanded by natural children or in the context of divorce proceedings.  He decides on the rights and 

obligations of spouses during marriage by taking provisional measures in case of de facto separation.  

The labour courts, which are organized at the level of the judicial arrondissement, have jurisdiction in all disputes 

involving individual employment contracts, in disputes concerning the application of collective labour agreements, in 

aspects of labour legislation and social security disputes (Art.   578-583 Jud. Code). On these benches sit, alongside 

professional judges also social affairs judges; these are representatives of the employers’, employees’ and self-

employed persons’ organizations. A number of violations of labour laws (undeclared work for example), are no 

longer brought before the labour court, but are sanctioned, out of court, with administrative fines.  The judgments of 

the labour court may be appealed to the labour appeal court. The labour court is assisted by a public prosecution 

service in the form of the labour auditor’s office (arbeidsauditoriat / auditoriat de travail). This is headed by a labour 

auditor, assisted by various substitutes. These advise on all matters relating to social security (health and disability 

insurance, occupational accidents) and also prosecute for breaches of employment law. 

The arrondissement benches were established in 1970 and consist, for each judicial arrondissement, of the presidents of 

the court of first instance, the labour court and the commercial court. They resolve conflicts of jurisdiction which 

may arise between these three courts. 

There are five courts of appeal that act as an appeal body for the courts in the arrondissements within their judicial 

territories (Art. 156 GGW / Const. Coord). Prior to the 1970 constitutional amendment, art. 104 of the 

Constitution and art. 5 of the supplement to the Judicial Code mention only three courts of appeal, namely one in 

Brussels (responsible for the provinces of Brabant, Hainaut and Antwerp), one in Liège (provinces of Limburg, 

Liège, Namur and Luxembourg) and one in Ghent (provinces of West and East Flanders ). Following the 

amendment of the (old) Art. 104 of the constitution, courts of appeal were introduced from January 1, 1975 in 

Antwerp (for the provinces of Antwerp and Limburg) and Mons (for the province of Hainaut). The jurisdiction of 

the Brussels appeal court is limited to the provinces of Flemish Brabant, Walloon Brabant and the bilingual region of 

Brussels-Capital. The court of appeal in Ghent retains competence for East and West Flanders and the legal territory 

of the Liège court covers the provinces of Liège, Namur and Luxembourg. The new special rules of the five courts 

of appeal were approved by the Royal Decrees of December 16, 1974. In the court of appeal are three types of 

chambers: for civil cases, for criminal (‘correctional’) cases and for juvenile cases. The civil chambers hear appeals 

against the judgments in first instance by the courts of first instance and by the commercial courts if the amount of 

the claim exceeds 1860 euros. The court consists of a first president, chamber presidents and counsellors.  

In each jurisdictional territory of a court of appeal, there is also a labour court of appeal. The five labour courts of 

appeal hear appeals against the decisions of the labour courts and composed of professional judges (the first 
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president, chamber presidents and the labour appeal court counsellors) and elected lay judges. At each labour court 

there is an auditoriat-general, headed by a procurator-general4 at the court of appeal, assisted by advocates-general 

and substitutes. 

The benches with jurisdiction in criminal matters 

In criminal cases, it is the nature of the crime that determines the jurisdiction of the criminal courts. Violations 

(overtredingen / contraventions) are punishable by police sanctions (competence lies here with the police court). 

Misdemeanours (wanbedrijven / délits, infractions correctionnelles) are punishable by a correctional penalty (the competent 

court is the correctional court). For crimes (misdaden / crimes), competence lies with the assize court. 

To understand which courts have jurisdiction in criminal cases, a certain insight is needed into the conduct of 

criminal proceedings. A fundamental rule in a criminal proceeding is the separation of prosecution and 

investigation. The officers and agents of the judicial police detect criminal acts and bring these to the attention of 

the public prosecution service (the detection investigation). The public prosecution service (public prosecutor) 

decides whether or not to instigate criminal proceedings or whether to waive prosecution (closure). Prosecution is 

not continued, for example, if in the course of the investigation the offender was not found, if the offender(s) was / 

were identified, but the public prosecutor’s office does not consider it appropriate to proceed to prosecute (for 

example in minor offences) or if the offender agrees to an out-of-court settlement. 

If the criminal proceedings are instigated, either through prosecution by the public prosecution service, or by a 

complaint or claim by the victim of a crime, the judicial power must be involved. For crimes and many 

misdemeanours the investigating judge undertakes a preliminary inquiry, that is secret, in writing and not opposable. 

After this criminal examination, the examining courts (the judge in chambers (raadkamer / chambre de conseil) in first 

instance, the chamber of indictment (kamer van inbeschuldigingstelling / chambre des mises en accusation) on appeal) 

decide whether or not sufficient evidence exists. These examining courts decide either to waive prosecution, or to 

refer the case to the competent sentencing court that will judge on the merits of the indictment and determine the 

punishment. The criminal procedure was radically reformed and modernized in 1998. On October 2, 1998 there 

came into force the so-called Franchimont Act on the improvement of criminal investigations, which granted new 

rights to both the victims of a crime and the suspects. A more thorough reform with a comprehensive revision of 

the Code of Criminal Procedure, the so-called ‘big Franchimont’, became stranded in 2006 in the Chamber of 

Representatives after years of discussion and approval in the Senate. 

The Court of Cassation, the appeal courts and the courts of first instance judge in both civil and criminal matters. 

Certain justices of the peace had until recently jurisdiction also in criminal cases (police magistrates). With the 

introduction of the Judicial Code, twenty (new) police courts were set up, with exclusive jurisdiction in criminal 

matters. Out of a total of 223 judicial cantons, 124 justices of the peace had to cede their criminal jurisdiction. Since 

the Act of July 11, 1994, the police courts have received a new function and structure. Police courts were established 

at judicial arrondissement level (part from some exceptions), giving a total of 34 police courts. Each police court 

consists of one or more civil and criminal chambers. The power of the police magistrates was considerably 

enlarged. Besides their traditional powers, namely the trial of the violations and certain misdemeanors (so-called 

‘contraventionalized’ misdemeanours: Art. 137 Sv / CPP.) magistrates were also given competence for all traffic 

disputes (new art. 138 Sv / CPP.).    Police magistrates are now competent for all traffic violations, for all assaults 

                                                           
4 The Belgian term procureur-generaal / général is sometimes rendered in English as attorney-general. 
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and woundings, including those with fatal outcome, caused by traffic accidents, for all cases of non-insurance of a 

motor vehicle and all civil claims associated with the above. 

Decisions on misdemeanours punishable by imprisonment of at least 8 days and no more than 5 years or a fine of at 

least 26 euros are to be made by the correctional chambers of the courts of first instance. Political crimes, press 

crimes and crimes which are punishable with a criminal capital punishment (death penalty (abolished in 1996), forced 

labour, detention and imprisonment) are judged by the juries of the courts of assizes that have been set up in each of 

the ten provinces and in the administrative arrondissement of Brussels-Capital.  

Under the special Institutional Reform Act of August 8, 1980, as amended by that of August 8, 1988, juvenile 

protection has been transferred to the Communities, with the exception of the organization of juvenile courts and 

their competences as regards the status of minors and the application of the April 8, 1964 Juvenile Protection Act in 

both civil and criminal matters. The juvenile court is a division of the court of first instance and consists of one or 

more chambers (juvenile chambers) with a juvenile court judge sitting alone. The juvenile court works closely with 

the juvenile police (established by Royal Decree of May 21, 1971) and various ‘special youth care’ services. The 

juvenile court has jurisdiction to take only educational measures.  

The sentencing court is responsible for offenders detained in the penal institutions in the judicial 

territory of the court of appeal in which it is established (Article 635 Judicial Code).  Sitting in the sentencing court, 

besides a presiding judge, are two assessors in sentencing matters,  one specializing in prison matters and the other in 

social reintegration. The court decides on requests for limited detention, electronic monitoring, probation and 

provisional release with a view to expulsion or surrender. In addition, appeals can be lodged with the court against 

decisions of the Minister of Justice concerning exit permits, prison leave and interruption of the sentence. Ultimately, 

the sentencing court will also have competence for the internment of persons with mental disorders (Act of April 21, 

2007) and detention to ensure the protection of society (Act of April 26, 2007). The sole path of appeal against 

decisions of the sentencing judge is to the Court of Cassation. 

The military courts (courts martial and the Military Court) used in peacetime to have jurisdiction for trying military 

personnel and those assimilated to them. In wartime, the jurisdiction of the military tribunal extended to: people 

suspected of offences against state security, prisoners of war, refugees, persons called up by the army and 

persons in an occupied place or in the proximity of besieged troops. 

Except where a court rules in first and last instance (in the case of a sentence by the assize court, or when a claim 

brought in front of a justice of the peace or a police court is not higher than 1240 euros), appeal is always possible. 

Judgments of the courts of first instance (except those of the sentencing courts) and of the commercial courts can be 

appealed to the five courts of appeal. The civil and correctional chambers of the courts of first instance are 

competent to hear appeals against the judgments of the justices of the peace and police magistrates. The labour 

appeal courts have jurisdiction for appeals against the judgments of the labour courts, the Military Court for appeals 

against court martial judgments. 

 

The Court of Cassation 

To ensure unity of justice and to oversee the correct application of the law, the National Congress established a 

supreme court or ‘Court of Cassation’ that has jurisdiction for the whole of Belgium (Art. 95 GW / Const.).    The 

court has three chambers (art. 128 Judicial Code). The first chamber hears petitions for recourse in civil and 
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commercial matters, the second chamber for recourse in criminal, correctional and police matters, the third for 

recourse against decisions in last instance given by the labour (appeal) courts (art. 133 Judicial Code).     The court 

sits in Brussels and judges not in fact but only in law, i.e. it does not issue decisions on the merits (Article 147 GGW 

/ Const.coord). In the court, judgments and rulings of the courts in final instance may be challenged only “for 

infringement of the law or breach of substantive norms or those prescribed on pain of nullity” (Art. 608 Judicial 

Code). If the court finds an error of law, the supreme court ruling ‘breaks’ (‘casse’)the contested court decision and 

refers the case for a new judgment on the merits to another judicial instance of equal rank and capacity as the one 

giving the now-broken decision.  If none of the parties has filed recourse with the Court of Cassation, the 

procurator-general may instigate an ex officio recourse ‘in the interest of the law’. Besides its general role as guardian 

of the unity of justice, the court is also charged with certain specific tasks. It decides in so-called conflicts of 

attribution (art. 158 GGW / Const. coord.) (these are the conflicts of competence between administrative 

authorities and benches on the one hand and the ordinary courts on the other), it also decides in disciplinary cases 

involving judges and is responsible for trying members of the federal government (art. 103 GGW / Const. coord.) 

and of the community and regional governments (art. 125 GGW / Const. coord.).           

2.3. The public prosecution service (‘public ministry’) 

The main task of the public prosecution service lies in the criminal field: the prosecution of crimes (Article 22, 145 

and 182 Sv / CPP) and promoting the implementation of the Criminal Code (Art. 138, first paragraph, Judicial 

Code).    The public prosecution service also gets involved in civil cases. Certain civil disputes are considered to 

affect the interests of society.  In those cases, society needs to be represented by a person not bound by the interests 

at stake. For this reason, the law in some cases requires an opinion of the public prosecution service whenever public 

order so demands. This applies for example to disputes concerning personal status (divorce, descent, certificates of 

civil status, adoptions, marriage), bankruptcies, mental illnesses, etc.  The public prosecution service monitors the 

implementation of the decisions of the courts in the name of the King, as head of the federal executive. In a limited 

number of cases, the public prosecution service can act directly as a party in civil proceedings, for example in 

demands for annulment of marriage, deprivation of parental rights, dissolving of a non-profit association. 

The public prosecution service has a dual function. Whenever it instigates criminal proceedings, it is exercising the office 

of executive power and is directly under the control of the Minister of Justice. Whenever the public prosecution service 

assists a judge by elucidating the interpretation of the law in the form of conclusions and opinions, it exercises a 

judicial office. In this capacity, the public prosecution service enjoys absolute independence from the executive and 

the judiciary. 

The public prosecution service is a hierarchically structured body whose members are appointed and dismissed by 

the King (Article 153 GGW / Const. coord.).        The procurators-general are assisted by advocates-general and 

substitute procurators-general; the public prosecutors by first substitutes and substitutes. The minister may issue an 

order a criminal prosecution (Article 274 Sv / CPP.), but cannot prevent a criminal prosecution being instituted or 

continued. The public prosecution magistrates (the so-called ‘standing magistrates’) do not have the same status as sitting 

judges.    Members of the public prosecution service may be dismissed, suspended or transferred by a disciplinary 

measure by the minister.  In order to better align the prosecution policy in different judicial territories, the Act of 

March 4, 1997 gave a legal basis to the College of Procurators-General. The College must ensure the coherent 

functioning and coordination of criminal policies and the proper functioning of the public prosecution service. On 

May 24, 1998, during the so-called Octopus consultation (eight-party talks) it was decided to extend the College of 
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Procurators-General to include a sixth procurator-general. This federal prosecutor is in charge of the federal 

prosecution service and is responsible for carrying out the prosecutions in cross-border and organized crime cases. 

He is also responsible for national coordination of criminal proceedings, strengthening international cooperation and 

monitoring the operation of the federal police. The College of Procurators-General is assisted by the Council of 

Public Prosecutors who, ex officio or at the request of the College advise on the harmonization and uniform 

application of the rules and on any matter related to the tasks of the public prosecution service. The vertical 

integration of the public prosecution service, the federal prosecutor’s office and the council of public prosecutors 

(Raad van procureurs des Konings / Conseil des procureurs du Roi) was established by the Acts of December 22, 1998 and 

April 12, 2004.  

  

For the sake of completeness we mention that until the 2001 police reform the public prosecution service provided 

guidance to the judicial police attached to the public prosecutors’ offices. The Judicial Police was founded in 1919 to 

make good the shortcomings of the other police services in the field of criminal investigation and to make officers 

and agents directly available to the magistrates (Act of April 7, 1919). The Ministry of Justice determined the 

arrangements and rules of its organization and operation. The daily management and supervision of the judicial 

police was exercised by the five procurators-general in the respective judicial territories of the courts of appeal, with 

judicial management provided by the public prosecutors at the level of the 27 judicial arrondissements. General policy 

was defined in consultation with the procurators-general by the Commissioner-General for judicial tasks. 

Criminal policy in the 1990s, characterized, inter alia, by the development of alternative sanctions, has 

had a major impact on the functioning and organization of the public prosecutors’ offices. In 1993 as a 

test project a ‘victim reception’ service was established at eight public prosecutors’ offices. Since 1996 

each parquet has had such a service. In this function judicial assistants were added to the parquets and 

liaison magistrates appointed. With the reorganization of the para-judicial field in 1999, these services 

were transferred to the Justice Houses service of the FOD / SPF Justice. The judicial assistants assist 

the public prosecutor in developing and coordinating a reception structure to ensure that victims are 

properly treated by the court and the public prosecutor’s office. The liaison magistrate acts as 

intermediary between the judicial assistant on the one hand and the public prosecutors’ office and the 

court on the other. An arrondissement board is responsible for the coordination and integration of victims 

policy. A second example concerns the mediation procedure in criminal cases. This procedure, 

introduced by the Act of February 10, 1994, made possible the waiving of criminal proceedings for 

certain crimes. The public prosecutor’s office may mediate between perpetrator and victim in the 

establishment and regulation of compensation, impose medical treatment or an appropriate therapy, 

and have the perpetrator undertake a particular service or attend specific training. This is implemented 

by a judicial assistant. At the procurator-general parquets, the procurator-general is assisted by officials of 

the Justice Houses in the evaluation, coordination and supervision of the mediation within the 

particular judicial territory. The public prosecution service also oversees the operation of the probation 

committees that were created at every court of first instance under the Act of June 29, 1964. These 

committees oversee the implementation of the special conditions attached to a suspension of 

sentencing (probation suspension) or the postponement of the enforcement of penalties (probation 
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postponement). Judicial assistants are responsible for the supervision of suspects and convicts on 

whom a probationary measure has been imposed by judicial decision, and report on this to the 

commission. 

With the establishment of the sentencing courts, the public prosecutors’ offices were given a number of additional 

tasks. They help preparing the files, and can bring cases on which a decision has already been taken in front of the 

sentencing court, with a view to revocation, suspension or revision of the sentence handed down. 

2.4. The administrative benches 

On the basis of art. 93 of the Constitution, the legislature has granted jurisdiction to numerous administrative 

benches to rule on disputes concerning individual rights that are not civil rights (so-called administrative disputes). 

The Council of State (Raad van State / Conseil d’Etat) and the Court of Audit (Rekenhof / Cour des Comptes) are 

discussed in the chapter on the institutions of state and supervision.  

The permanent deputations of the provincial councils were designated by many special laws to rule on administrative 

disputes:  the deputation is empowered to approve the accounts of municipal treasurers, rules on the validity of 

municipal council elections, rules on objections submitted against the election of board members of the social 

security services (OCMW / CPAS) and rules on objections concerning municipal and provincial taxes. Before the 

abolition of conscription there were also a number of administrative benches with jurisdiction in military matters. In 

each province, a military council heard applications for postponement, exemption or exclusion (Royal Decree of 

April 30, 1962 [coordinated conscription laws]). The Supreme Military Council heard appeals, brought by the 

provincial governor or by the conscript, against decisions of the provincial military councils. The provincial re-

examination boards dealt, among other things, with applications for exemption or provisional rejection on physical 

grounds. Final appeal was possible against the decisions of the Supreme Military Council and the Re-examination 

Board, either by the conscript himself or by the home affairs minister. The Act of July 9, 1951 set up military 

compensation commissions which ruled on appeals against decisions on applications to obtain compensation from 

the military. The Conscientious Objection Board and the Conscientious Objection Appeal Board had to rule on the 

validity of conscientious objection (Royal Decree of October 27, 1964). Other examples of administrative benches 

are the Commissions for the Protection of Society and the Parole Commission. The commissions for the 

protection of society were established by Act of April 9, 1930 to protect society against abnormal and habitual 

criminals, later replaced by the Act of July 1, 1964. They sit in those penal institutions to which a psychiatric ward 

(‘annexe’) is attached and express an opinion on the way an internment measure is implemented, namely: the 

designation of the institution where the internment will take place, the judgment on final release or release on 

probation (or revocation thereof), transfer to another institution and the granting of limited freedom, exit 

permission and leave. The conditional release (parole) commissions were created by Act of April 18, 1998 in the 

aftermath of the Dutroux affair. They were empowered to decide to reject or require release on parole. These 

commissions were also responsible for monitoring the evolution of persons on parole and could make decisions to 

suspend, review and revoke the parole. In early 2007, the latter commissions and their powers transferred to the 

sentencing courts. In the longer term (probably in 2012) it is also planned to abolish the commissions for the 

protection of society and transfer their competences to the sentencing courts. 

In almost all areas of competence of the executive, administrative benches were created in response to specific 

problems. Their status, composition and rules of procedure may differ sharply It suffices to refer to the war 
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damage courts and appeal courts in the post World War I period, which ruled on damages resulting from acts of war, 

to the disciplinary and professional benches that impose disciplinary sanctions on members of certain professions 

(lawyers, doctors, architects, etc.) and the dozens of benches and para-jurisdictional committees set up in ministries 

and para-statal institutions, especially in the area of social security and socio-economic and fiscal matters. In 1963 

their number was estimated at around 400.  

The Judicial Code (Act of October 10, 1967, introduced in 1970) has brought the settlement of disputes of a social 

nature that used to be vested in the administrative courts under the judicial power by entrusting them in first 

instance to the labour courts (one per each judicial arrondissement), on appeal to the labour appeal court (responsible 

for the judicial territory of the court of appeal) and in cassation to the social chamber of the Court of Cassation. 

3. Archives 

3.1. Keeping, accessibility and consultability 

 

The archives from the courts located in Flanders are kept by the State Archives at Beveren (Antwerp, East Flanders, 

West Flanders and Flemish Brabant) and the State Archives at Hasselt (Limburg). The National Archives in 

Anderlecht keep the archives of the court registries and the public prosecutors’ offices of the Brussels-Capital 

Region. The court records of the judicial services located in the Walloon Region are being transferred to the 

respective State Archives (Tournai, Mons, Louvain-la-Neuve, Namur, Liège, Saint-Hubert, Arlon and Eupen).  

The archives are transferred only after final selection, in acid-free archive boxes and with an attached transfer list that 

can serve as an access. In recent years, the National Archives have made serious efforts to acquire the archives of the 

courts in a more systematic manner and especially in more favourable conditions. The preparation of institutional 

studies between 1995 and 2000 on sections of the judiciary was a first, fundamental step towards a better selection 

and making accessible of these archives. As well as the organization and powers of the institutions, these studies also 

examined the evolution of archives creation. Institutional research formed the basis of the archive selection list that 

was signed and distributed on February 8, 2002 by the Minister of Justice (revised for the first time in 2008). Since 

1999, intermittently, in each judicial territory of a court of appeal, an archive team appointed by the FOD / SPF 

Justice has been working under the supervision of a state archivist. These teams are charged with the selecting the 

archives to be preserved and preparing their transfer to the National Archives. By 2009, the vast majority of the 

court archives to be preserved, the retention period of which has expired, had been transferred to the National 

Archives in a good, orderly and accessible state.  

Court archives can be accessible but are not necessarily public. As a general rule, records over 100 years old are in 

the public domain (Archive Act, Art. 3).  Younger archives are generally not consultable, except where the researcher 

has obtained the approval of the competent prosecuting magistrate (criminal cases) and the general state archivist or 

his representative (in other cases). For consulting the archives of the now defunct military courts, the permission of 

the College of Procurators-General is required (Royal Decree of December 17, 2003). The problem of consultability 

of court records is covered in detail in the following contributions: 

DEPOORTERE (R.), DE KEYZER (W.). Les Archives de l’État et les archives judiciaires. Éclairages sur la sélection, la 

conservation et la consultation des fonds contemporains. Brussels, 2004. 

DEPOORTERE (R.). Consultation des archives et protection de la vie privée en Belgique. La situation aux archives 

de l’Etat, in Protection de la vie privée et consultation des archives: une conciliation difficile? Comparaison entre les situations 
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allemande, néerlandaise, française et belge en 1999. Brussels, 2001, p. 37-49. 

PRENEEL (M.). Archief en openbaarheid. Een handleiding voor de rijksarchieven in Vlaanderen. Brussels, 2005. 

OPSOMMER (R.), MARTYN (G.), HEIRBAUT (D.), eds. De archivaris, de wet en de rechtbank. Bruges, 2004. 

 

3.2. Research value 

 

Court archives are useful for various types of research. For certain periods, court records are virtually the only 

sources for learning about judicial procedure. This certainly applies to civil proceedings between 1795 and 1806 

(before the introduction of the Code of Civil Procedure) and to criminal justice under the regime of the Code des délits 

et des peines of Year IV (until the introduction of the French Penal Code in 1811). Courts archives are of course 

fundamental sources of knowledge for all aspects of the functioning of the police and the judicial apparatus. These 

archives can also serve to analyze the application of legal norms norms in the most diverse domains. 

Different categories of documents from the court archives reflect closely the social and economic life of their day. 

Criminal files offer a great wealth of detail here. Witness interrogations and information bulletins of accused persons 

are prized ‘fodder’ for both quantitative and qualitative research. In criminal cases we hear people speaking who 

elsewhere have left behind no sources of comparable size:  the large cohort of minors, petty delinquents, beggars 

and vagrants, aliens and the marginalized. The at first sight ‘anecdotal’ evidence and statements of domestic servants, 

messengers, apprentices, seasonal workers, prostitutes, unmarried mothers and ‘bad’ women, of young people who 

are ‘intractable’ or have ‘gone off the rails’, rebellious workers or victims of incest and rape highlight like no other 

source the social reality, living and working conditions, human behaviour and attitudes. Brussels professor Jean 

Puissant was one of the first to use criminal records for his study of the socialist labour movement in the Borinage. 

The source value of assizes records on political and press crimes, infanticide, slander of public officials (in election 

periods for example), sexual abuse, property crimes and collective actions (hunger strikes) in the first half of the last 

century has long been unquestioned. At least as interesting are the penal records of the correctional courts and 

courts of appeal for public indecency, night noise (charivaris), minor property crimes, official misconduct 

(committed by officials), crimes in the economic and financial sphere (fraud, fraudulent bankruptcy) and juvenile 

criminality. We can also mention the criminal files in which one can identify the insights of criminology and the 

medicalization of crime (cf. the issue of irresponsibility). A quantitative analysis of judgments and related documents 

in civil and commercial cases enables to understand better how conflict management was undertaken in the past. 

What was the nature of the cases handled in relation to the socio-economic context of an arrondissement or a 

province? To what extent are processes of urbanization, industrialization and environmental degradation, scaling-up 

in the agricultural sector, changes in work processes, sexual prudishness, technological innovations and demographic 

transformations reflected in the nature of the cases brought to court? The archives of the civil courts provide many 

opportunities for further study in relation to family sociological-historical research. We can refer here to the 

documents relating to guardianship, adoption, divorce, family dramas, the status of women (authorizations to trade 

or take legal action), internment of the (really or allegedly) mentally ill, inheritance, the filing of wills in the testator’s 

own hand (‘mystic’ or holographic wills), etc.  

 

Bankruptcy files and judgments in commercial matters by the commercial courts are wonderful sources for tracing 

the economic and commercial activity in a given region and the potential conflicts of interest between financial, 

commercial and industrial undertakings. These sources contain detailed descriptions of the assets of individuals, 
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families and companies (listing of assets and liabilities), the names of creditors and the nature of the debt, details of 

business contacts, etc.  The archives of these courts are still underestimated as a source for the history of business 

enterprises and their managers. Some series offer unique or valuable supplementary material for prosopographical 

research, i.e. biographical study to identify common characteristics of a particular social group. Here we should also 

mention the importance of the sequestration files of the public prosecutors’ offices. After the German occupation, 

the Belgian government took measures to track down and conserve property and interests in Belgium of the 

nationals of the powers that were at war with Belgium. The declaration and the sequestration of the aforementioned 

property and interests was governed by the Decree of November 10, 1918. The declaration had to be made to the 

public prosecutor of the arrondissement in which the individuals resided or where the goods were located. The 

sequestration procedure led to the seizure of business records and to the formation of hundreds of files. The State 

Archives at Beveren hold more than 3000 sequestration files created by the Antwerp public prosecutor’s office. 

These files are also kept for the Dendermonde, Ieper, Oudenaarde and Veurne public prosecutors’ offices. 

The disputes brought before the justice of the peace, shed light on neighbourship quarrels (easements), the relationship 

between owners and tenants or lessees, between employers and employees. The minutes of deeds of sale, made by the 

justice of the peace, often contain detailed inventories (e.g. of the possessions of priests, artists, rentiers, etc.), while the 

minutes of family councils are excellent sources for the family expert. 

Finally, one can point to sources for the history of incarceration. On the one hand there are the judgments given on 

request (sometimes with accompanying documents) relating to internment in mental asylums and declarations of 

legal incapacity. For the period after 1930 the internment records of the courts and public prosecutors’ offices are a 

further source. With the Act of April 9, 1930 for the protection of society against abnormal and habitual criminals, 

the government had an instrument whereby persons in a certain mental condition about whom complaints had been 

made could be placed under observation or shut up in psychiatric asylums.  Under that act also fell convicts who 

demonstrated psychiatric problems during their incarceration.  Internment is not a punishment but a protective or 

safety measure with the intention of cure for the interned. Confinement can be pronounced by a sentencing court 

(the correctional court or the court of appeal) and by an examining court (judge in chambers or the indictment 

chamber), with the exception of political crimes, political misdemeanours or press offences. The criminal file of the 

person in question is stored at the registry of the court which has ruled the placing under observation. These criminal 

records contain not only all the documents concerning the person of the suspect (information sheets, etc.) and the 

crime committed, but also expert reports on the ‘signs of abnormality’, the degree of legal irresponsibility of the 

accused and the appropriateness of placing under observation and internment, as well as minutes of witness 

interviews and confrontations by the investigating magistrate. Like all criminal records they are arranged 

chronologically by year and according to date of sentence (date of the orders of court or of the judge in chambers 

ordering or refusing the internment). Besides the court registries, the public prosecutors’ offices also create 

internment files. The sentencing service of the public prosecutor’s office holds for each person concerned an 

administrative or personal file containing all documents relating to the placing under observation and the 

implementation of the internment measure.  A similar file is compiled by the commission for the protection of society 

and, soon, its legal successor, the sentencing court. 

Court archives are of obvious interest for local historical research. The files of the assize courts of the last century are 

particularly valued sources for local researchers, especially for their rich detail and completeness. It is not uncommon 

to find, in a thick assize file on the murder of a politician, assault and battery, an infanticide or a robbery with 

aggravating circumstances (conspiracy, theft by night and with breaking and entering), almost all aspects of local 
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society revealed in witness interrogations and even in the charge document.  For the first half of the 19th century 

there are a number of assize files on abuse of power by policemen and on disturbance of public order which belong 

among the first-ranking sources of local history. Local criminal history is in vogue, both at home and abroad. In 

recent years ‘micro-histories’ regularly appear focusing on a murder, a sensational robbery or a collective action of a 

small village community. 

In the civil court archives the local researcher will find very valuable expert reports (in particular situation sketches, 

plans of missing buildings, etc.). Finally, we would point to the importance of the (final) decisions of the benches, 

namely the judgments, both in first instance and in appeal, especially in civil and commercial matters. These 

judgments are usually accessible through alphabetical indexes of the names of the parties. Justifications of the 

judgments are given, which means that the final decision in a lawsuit is preceded by a very detailed introduction. This 

introduction, which sometimes covers several pages, is a mine of information (names of individuals and institutions 

involved, chronological list of deeds, dates of documents and other ‘contextual information’). The judgments and, 

mutatis mutandis, the decisions of superior courts, offer without doubt a good starting point for further investigation.  

Researchers into events during World War II can find valuable material in the archives of the public prosecutors’ 

offices: incoming reports, reports of the German military authorities, daily registers and the like. In the archives of the 

(dissolved) military prosecutors’ offices one can find the files of cases classified without prosecution and waivings of 

prosecution, while in those of the courts-martial one can consult the sentences and files of persons convicted of 

collaboration. 

The genealogist looking for sources to investigate the ‘family context’ more closely will certainly not be disappointed 

by the court archive.  Naturally all legal sources are can serve as sources for family histories. Specifically for the target 

group of family historians we would mention, for public prosecutors’ offices: the administrative records relating to 

name changes, legal declaration of death and homeland choice; for civil courts:  judgments on request in connection 

with the approval of the deliberations of the family councils or affidavits,5 holographic wills; for the district court: 

the deeds and judgments in civil cases, for the criminal courts: criminal cases and related accesses (judgments and 

judgments books, registers) of the courts of assize and correctional courts, police judgments by justices of the peace.  

 

The researcher can orient himself with the help of the following access paths:  

BUYCK (J.). Inventaris van het archief van het parket bij de rechtbank van eerste aanleg te Mechelen (1795-1969). Brussels, 2002. 

CAZAUX (J.), HEUSQUIN (S.), VELLE (K.). Inventaris van het archief van het Hof van assisen van Oost-Vlaanderen en 

rechtsvoorgangers (1796-1958). Brussels, 1998. 

CUYL (N.), OREC (L.), VAN HONACKER (K.). Inventaris van de arbeidsrechtbank te Antwerpen. Overdracht 2004 (1849-1974). 

Brussels, 2005. 

DEPOORTERE (R.). Inventaire des archives de la Cour d'appel de Bruxelles (dossiers des appels en matière correctionnelle 1885-

1891). Brussels, 1998. 

DEPOORTERE (R.), MARGINET (A.). Inventaire des archives du tribunal de première instance de Bruxelles. Tribunal 

correctionnel 1795 / 1796-1918. Brussels, 1998. 

DROSSENS (P.), HEUSEQUIN (S.). Inventaris van het archief van het parket van de procureur des Konings te Antwerpen (1803-

1959). Brussels, 2007. 

DROSSENS (P.). Inventarissen van de archieven van de Rechtbank van Eerste Aanleg te Veurne. Rechtbank algemeen (1803-1888), 

                                                           
5 Until recently, this was the standard, mandatory document, for gaining release of a deceased person’s estate for his 
or her heirs (translator’s note). 
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burgerlijke rechtbank (1800-1963) en correctionele rechtbank (1800-1939). Brussels, 2005.  

MUYS (E.). Inventaris van de archieven van de vredegerechten van Oost-Vlaanderen. Brussels, 1997. 

MUYS (E.). Inventaris van het archief van de rechtbank van koophandel te Gent (1799-1980). Brussels, 1999. 

NIEBES (P.-J.). Inventaires des archives des conseils de prud’hommes de Binche, Charleroi, Dour, La Louvière, Pâturages et Soignies et 

de la commission arbitrale des accidents du travail de l’industrie charbonnière des bassins de Charleroi et de la Basse-Sambre. Brussels, 

2007. 

NIEBES (P.-J.). Inventaire des archives des justices de paix de l’arrondissement judiciaire de Charleroi. Brussels, 2004. 

OREC (L.), VAN HONACKER (K.). Inventaris van het archief van de rechtbank van koophandel te Antwerpen. Overdracht 2004 

(1850-1997). Brussels, 2004. 

PETITJEAN (B.). Inventaire des archives des justices de paix des arrondissements d’Arlon et de Neufchâteau (sauf le canton de Saint-

Hubert). Brussels, 2001. 

PIRLOT (V.). Inventaire des archives du parquet près du tribunal de première instance de Neufchâteau (1796) 1800-1987. Brussels, 

2008. 

VELLE (K.), CAZAUX (J.), HEUSEQUIN (S.). Inventarissen van de archieven van de werkrechtersraad voor zeelieden te 

Antwerpen (1948-1973), van de rechtbank van eerste aanleg te Ieper (burgerlijke rechtbank (1949-1960) en correctionele 

rechtbank (1914-1961)), van de consultatieve commissie te Ieper (1944-1946) en van de rechtbank van eerste aanleg te 

Antwerpen-jeugdrechtbank (1912-1965). Brussels, 2000. 

VELLE (K.). Inventarissen van de archieven van de Rechtbank van eerste aanleg te Brugge (Rechtbank Algemeen en Burgerlijke 

Rechtbank) en van de Rechtbank van koophandel te Brugge. Brussels, 1997. 

VELLE (K.) m.m.v. DROSSENS (P.). Inventaris van het archief van het parket van de procureur des Konings te Antwerpen. Diverse 

overdrachten. Brussels, 2007. 

An exhaustive overview of all inventories published at the National Archives can be found in the database of 

publications on the website http://arch.arch.be. 

The following contributions look at the research possibilities that the judicial archives offer:  

BASTIN (E.), TIXHON (A.). Délinquance ordinaire ou situation d’exception? Les retombées de la guerre franco-

allemande de 1870-1871 sur l’activité de l’auditorat militaire des provinces de Namur et de Luxembourg, in BTNG, 

2006, nrs. 1-2, p. 49-96. 

BEKERS (J.). Het archief van de politierechtbank als bron van sociale geschiedenis. Een voorbeeld te Antwerpen 

omstreeks 1900, in Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis, 1969, p. 187-211. 

BEKERS (J.). Het archief van de rechtbanken van koophandel in België (19e en 20e eeuw). Een bron voor de sociaal-

economische geschiedenis, in ABB, extranr. 10, 1973, p. 231-244. 

BOUMANS (R.). Rapport relatif à la conservation des archives judiciaires contemporaines, in Interuniversitair 

Centrum voor Hedendaagse Geschiedenis. Medelingen, 1957, nr. 1, p. 29-34. 

CHAUVAUD (F.), PETIT (J.-G.), eds. L’histoire contemporaine et les usages des archives judiciaires (1800-1939). Parijs, 1998. 

DROSSENS (P.). De archieven van de rechtbanken van koophandel, in DERWAEL (J.), ed. in Leveranciers en klanten. 

Valorisatie van het archiefaanbod voor bedrijfshistorisch onderzoek. Handelingen van de studiedag van vrijdag 7 oktober 2005 te 

Kortrijk. Brussels, 2006, p. 93-99. 

GILISSEN (J.). Rapport relatif à l'utilisation des archives des juridictions militaires pour l'étude de l'histoire de la 

période 1939-1945, in Interuniversitair Centrum voor Hedendaagse Geschiedenis. Mededelingen, 1957, nr. 1, p. 35-39. 

GODDING (P.). Consultabilité et exploitation scientifique des archives judiciaires en Belgique par l'historien (19e-

20e siècle), in ABB, 1978, p. 287-306.  
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HOEGAERTS (J.). Legal or Just? Law, Ethics, and the Double Standard in the Nineteenth-Century Court, in Law and 

History Review, 2008, nr. 2, p. 259-284. 

KURGAN-VAN HENTENRYK (G.). La violence au tribunal correctionnel de Bruxelles au XIXe siècle, in KURGAN-

VAN HENTENRYK (G.), ed. Un pays si tranquille: la violence en Belgique au XIXe siècle. Brussels, 1999, p. 87-105. 

LUYTEN (D.), KESTELOOT (C.), eds. Repressie en gerechtelijke archieven: problemen en perspectieven. Brussels, 2003 

(Berichtenblad van het Studie- en documentatiecentrum Oorlog en Hedendaagse maatschappij, dossier 38). 

MEULDERS (C), MATTHIJS (K.). "On ne se jouera pas du divorce!" Echtscheiding in de negentiende eeuw in het 

licht van de echtscheidingspraktijk te Brugge (1865-1914), in BTNG, 1996, p. 64-103. 

PUISSANT (J.). L'intérêt des archives judiciaires pour le chercheur, in Pour une nouvelle loi belge sur les archives. Voor een 

nieuwe Belgische archiefwet. Brussels, 1986, p. 103-106 (ABB. Extranr., 23). 

ROUSSEAUX (X.). Un patrimoine en péril? Réflexions sur les sources pour l'histoire de la justice en Belgique (XlXe-

XXe s.), in ABB, 1993, p. 65-115.  

VELLE (K.). Gerechtelijke archieven, in ART (J.), ed. Hoe schrijf ik de geschiedenis van mijn gemeente? Deel IIIb. Ghent, 

1996, p. 219-256. 

VELLE (K.), MUYS (E.). Het archief van het vredegerecht als bron voor familiekunde, in Vlaamse Stam, 1998, nr. 

2, p. 41-62. 

Zie ook: FARCY (J.-C.). Guide des archives judiciaires et pénitentiares. 1800-1958. Parijs, 1992. 

3.3. The most important source series 

In connection with the main archival sources of the judicial power it is best to distinguish between the archives of 

the normal benches on the one hand, and those of the public prosecution service on the other. 

3.3.1. The normal benches 

In the archives of the benches one encounters, roughly speaking, three types of archive documents: firstly records 

relating to the organization of the court (e.g. the attendance register, the register of the deliberations of the court and 

the ministerial circulars), secondly documents which form the ‘outcome’ of the process of justice (e.g. court 

decisions), and finally documents that are the result of the extra-judicial and administrative activities of the court or 

members of the court (e.g. documents filed with the court). We will look in more detail at the last two items. 

The justice of the peace court 

In justice of the peace courts, the documents formed during the preliminary reconciliation process in front of the 

justice of the peace (register of reconciliations and, in so far as kept separately, records of reconciliation and of non-

reconciliation) are normally kept. Documents relating to civil proceedings are the general roll of cases, records of 

voluntary appearance and of appearance under summons (both introduced in 1844), the reports of the sessions 

(session sheets), the minutes of the judgments and the alphabetical table of the names of the parties. As a 

contemporary form of access to judgments the researcher can use the repertory of the court registrar in which all 

minutes were entered in chronological order. In small judicial cantons, the minutes of court judgments and civil acts 

were bound together with the repertories in a single volume. Judgments in criminal matters, as well as contemporary 
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accesses to these (the so-called judgment register and tables of judgments) were kept separately. Criminal files 

produced by the justice of the peace courts (and later by the autonomous police courts), were systematically 

destroyed in the past because the key information is also found in the judgments or in the register of sentences of 

the Public Prosecution Service. 

The court of first instance 

In connection with the civil proceedings of the court of first instance (for the period until 1967) one will always find 

in the archives: rolls (general rolls and special rolls per chamber), conclusions or pleadings (submitted by the pleading 

parties), reports of witness interrogations, either directly or during the court session (enquiries), reports of site visits, 

of witness examinations outside the session and of examinations of facts and articles (questions arising or 

ondervragingen op feiten en artikelen / interrogatories sur faits et articles), records of ranking settlements and proportional 

distribution (actes de produit or deeds of consultation) and finally the reports of the sessions (session sheets) and 

judgments handed down in public session. The sentence books and session sheets are sometimes accompanied by 

chronological and alphabetical repertories. Depending on the individual initiatives of the court registrar, session 

sheets and related documents connected with specific issues (e.g. tax matters) can be kept separately. Summary 

rulings (in kort geding / en référé) given by the presiding judge are also kept by the registrar. A special place is taken by 

judgments and orders given on request. These are sometimes kept in a single chronological sequence or separately, 

depending on the nature of the case. This can include changes of name, free administration of justice (pro bono), 

divorce on specific grounds, internment in psychiatric asylums, movement or release of mentally ill persons, the 

detention of children for bad behaviour, the approval of affidavits and records of family councils. Under the regime 

of the Code of Civil Procedure (1806-1967) there was no single judicial file. Documents were kept in separate series 

depending on the nature of the case. The Judicial Code introduced in 1969 the general roll file in which all 

documents and records of proceedings, together with copies of the decisions, were placed together. 

Finally we mention the legal purge files of the civil court and the court of appeal. These were created with a view to 

court rulings on the request to terminate or limit declarations of loss of nationality or deprival of civil rights (Civic 

Purge Act of June 14, 1948). In the purge files of the public prosecutor’s office one finds the administrative outcome 

of the information examination undertaken by the public prosecutor (mostly correspondence with various 

authorities, including the military prosecutors’ offices). 

In connection with correctional court proceedings, worth mentioning in the first place are the judicial proceedings 

files, that is the criminal files concerning the judged cases and also the files in cases where the judge in chambers 

took a ‘no prosecution’ decision (the so-called ‘nolle prosequi’) and files of cases in which a ‘dismissal of 

examination’ was ordered.  

The police records of the children’s judge (from 1912) and the juvenile court (from 1965) are relatively well 

preserved. According to the guidelines in the selection lists, these files are preserved in their integrity after clean-

ups. The files relating to civil matters (from 1966) are for the majority eligible for destruction. 

The commercial courts and labour tribunals  

Documents of proceedings created by the commercial courts or by the civil courts sitting in commercial matters (in 

the absence of a commercial court), are comparable with those of the court of first instance. The archive creation in 
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commercial cases is complex and extensive. Here again we find: rolls, bankruptcy files, judicial settlements 

(composition), arbitration decisions, writs, judgments on petition (including for declaration of bankruptcy, for 

convening of the court, for sale, for the designation of arbitrators or experts, for examinations and the like), session 

sheets, pleadings, judgments pronounced in public session with related repertories and indexes, records of direct 

witness examinations and counter-examinations, deeds of guarantee, examinations on facts and questions, etc.  

  

The documents of labour tribunal proceedings are: the registers of reconciliations and of cases handled (roll), session 

reports, judgments and any files and repertories that have been kept. 

The appeal and assize courts 

Archive creation at the appeal courts is less complex. We find here the rolls of the respective chambers (the 

indictment chambers and the chambers having jurisdiction in correctional, civil and tax matters), the different sets of 

judgments (for criminal, civil, tax, and in certain cases for electoral and military cases) with corresponding 

chronological repertories and alphabetical indexes to names of claimants, and well as the trial documents (in civil 

cases, for example the pleadings of the attorneys, expert reports, witness reports [before 1967]) and the criminal files. 

Special series are formed by ‘rehabilitation of honour’, ‘internment’ and ‘nolle prosequi’ files of the chamber of 

indictment and the purge files of the appeal court. Valuable for historical research are the documents of proceedings 

before the courts of assizes. This concerns both the judgments (and contemporary accesses), and the vast series of 

criminal cases. 

The extra-judicial function 

Documents relating to extra-judicial or administrative activities of courts are found in particular with the civil 

benches and the commercial courts. For the justice of the peace courts reference can be made to the documents in 

connection with the voluntary jurisdiction of the justice of the peace: the minutes of civil deeds (reports of family 

councils, records of judicial sales) and accompanying repertories, guardianship registers (introduced under the 

Mortgage Act of 1851) and the records of occupational accidents (from 1903) For the civil courts reference can be 

made  on the one hand to the registers of items filed with the registry (including duplicates of the civil status 

registers, of public notaries’ repertories, of expert reports, of minutes of oaths and the like), and also to the registers 

of rejection of estates and related documents and registers of marriage dispensations (decree of 20 Prairial year XI, 

Art. 5), and on the other hand to the minutes of deeds and records produced by the registrar.    

Also found in the archives of the commercial courts are documents that have nothing to do with justice. We 

mention here: the registers of oaths of curators and experts, the series of filed documents (deeds of companies, 

marriage contracts, powers of attorney, records of permissions for the wife to trade), shipping reports, minutes of 

public sales, reports of shipping experts, records of visits to ships, etc.  Similar documents can also be found in the 

labour tribunals: records concerning the deposit of industrial designs (as well as industrial models and drawings 

themselves), workhouse regulations, records of reconciliations, etc.  

  

From 1927 onwards the commercial courts also managed the trade register (Act of May 30, 1924, coordinated by the 

Act of July 20, 1964). Registered in the trade register are Belgian and foreign traders and companies as from the time 
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they had a business, a subsidiary or a branch in Belgium.  Any modification, and deletion, had to be recorded here. 

The Act of January 16, 2003 incorporated the commercial register into the ‘Enterprise Crossroads Bank’ 

(Kruispuntbank van Ondernemingen / Banque-Carrefour des Entreprises). The commercial register files kept with court 

registrars were closed and have now been almost entirely transferred to the Archives. The company files - the 

bundled deeds of commercial companies that since 1973 have been part of the commercial register (Act of March 6, 

1973) - remain under the management of the commercial court and now form the register of legal persons that is 

part of the Enterprise Crossroads Bank. 

3.3.2. The public prosecution service (‘public ministry’) 

Besides the court registries, the public prosecutors’ offices attached to the various benches are one of the biggest 

groups of archive creators in Belgium. The series of documents produced by the public prosecutor’s service are by 

far the most important for historical research.  Within the category of documents of a general nature and concerning 

the monitoring of the regularity of the services of the judiciary we mention only the circulars of the minister and the 

procurators-general, the so-called ‘documentation covers’ and the personnel files. The public prosecution services 

have since World War I built up extensive documentation on almost all aspects of social life and the judicial system 

(reports on ‘delicate’ matters, relevant texts from parliamentary preparation of laws, instructions and service memos 

from the procurator-general, correspondence concerning the implementation of these instructions, and the like). For 

the ‘interbellum’ and the period of the last war the ‘strategic’ files have been badly preserved.  

Personnel files (and disciplinary files in certain cases) were created for all members of the judiciary (sitting and 

standing magistrates and judges, court registrars), bailiffs and notaries public, the service staff of registries and public 

prosecutors’ offices, the officers of the judicial police and other groups.  The series of personal files were begun 

already in the 19th century but have been well preserved only since 1946.  In connection with administrative matters, 

the archives of the public prosecutors’ offices contain police regulations of provinces and municipalities in their 

judicial territory, membership lists and records relating to non-profit organizations (since 1921) and extensive files of 

‘periodic reports’ to the higher authorities (judicial statistics, summary reports on civil cases, and the like). 

One of the public prosecutor’s main tasks is to detect and qualify crime and to demand appropriate penalties 

against those who violate the law. The jurisdiction of the prosecutor in criminal matters has led to immense 

streams of paperwork since the last quarter of the 19th century.  Whenever, for various reasons, a case is not 

brought to course but dismissed, the file remains stored at the public prosecutor’s office.  These are the 

famous dismissal files or files of ‘cases filed without follow-up’ with the entry or daily registers as access 

points. These files are very uneven in content and are therefore subject to strict selection criteria. They deal 

with failure to fill out tax forms, disputes over sales prices, false testimony, non-payment of road tax, assault 

and battery, defamation, forgery, bird destruction, hit-and-run motorbike and car accidents, cock fights, attacks 

with explosives, the loss of car licence plates, loss of identity cards, petty theft, marital disputes, loss of a watch 

or briefcase, breaches of the statutory provisions relating to car-free Sundays, bankruptcy, involuntary arson, 

adultery, abuse of trust, indecency, public drunkenness, carrying of weapons, disregard of hunting rights, 

presumption of titles, bribing a public official, non-payment of alimony, the neglect of a child, defamation of 

the police, etc.  

 

Certain files contain interesting documents: lists of stolen items, photographs, detailed reports of interviews or 
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special events (riots, strikes, political meetings, rallies, demonstrations related to the ‘schools struggles’ and 

other demonstrations), medical reports, pamphlets and posters, technical expert reports (relating to traffic 

matters). The contents of the files can vary greatly from arrondissement to arrondissement and from one year to the 

next. In the files from Leuven and Ghent contain documents relating to university and student life (night noise, 

thefts in student homes, student demonstrations (May 68), activities during the ‘Leuven Flemish’ campaign) 

which cannot be found elsewhere. The Ghent files from 1978 include some relating to the world of art and 

commerce (theft of a painting by Léon de Smet, sale of a fake Saverijs). Files relating to child neglect sometimes 

contain the outcome of extensive examination and social reports, records of medical and toxicological studies, 

photographs concerning accommodation, etc.  Files related to acts of indecency (assault on modesty, exhibitionism, 

sale of immoral publications, films contrary to good morals) are plentiful in any public prosecutor’s office archive. 

The accurate description of the facts can sometimes shed light on the social context and the mental world of the 

time. 

Another task of the public prosecutor’s office is the execution of sentences. Of primary interest here is the 

register of execution of sentences, or execution register for short. This register is one of the basic documents of the 

sentencing department of the public prosecutor’s office. It is sometimes mistakenly referred to as the registre des 

condamnations and must be differentiated from the register of convictions maintained by the registrar of the 

correctional court in pursuance of Art. 600 Sv / CPP). Reference is always made back to the execution register 

during searches, to deliver excerpts from the file, every time something changes in the execution of the imposed 

sentence (parole, reparation of honour, release under a collective royal pardon, and the like)  Execution registers are 

also found in the archives of the justice of the peace court, where they belong in the archive filed by the public 

prosecution service with the police court, as well as in the archives of the prosecutors-general’s offices/ 

Finally we mention that the public prosecutors’ offices undertake numerous tasks related to civil and administrative 

matters. Files are created for the dozens of types of opinions that the public prosecutor’s office is required to 

provide every year. From a documentary viewpoint the files relating to civil status are the most interesting, that is the 

files relating to requests for name change, the improvement and restoration of the deeds of civil  status, of presumed 

death and legal declaration of death (First and Second World Wars) and the documents related to homeland choice. 

In some cases, little more remains in the public prosecutor’s archive than the opinion of the public prosecution 

service and some memos.  The main item for a person seeking justice and proof remains of course the judgment of 

the civil court that was transcribed into the margin of the civil status registers Thus, from 1922 onwards loss of 

citizenship judgments were transcribed into the civil status registers, either in the margins of the register of births, or 

in the register of deeds of nationality. 

4. Publications 

A considerable amount of information from court records is also available in printed form. Here one can refer to the 

legal encyclopaedias of Belgian law (such as the Pandectes belges, the Répertoire pratique du droit belge and Les Novelles. 

Corpus Juris belgici), to dozens of collections of jurisprudence (Pasicrisie, Répertoire général de la jurisprudence belge (ed. L. 

JAMAR, then F. WALEFFE and P. DELAHAYE) and legal journals, often excellently accessed by indices of names and 

keywords, or the 19th-century printed collections of documents on sensational court cases. A legal-historical study of 

the problem of divorce in 19th century can be perfectly undertaken by the analysis of the printed jurisprudence and 

the writings of contemporaries; for a social and cultural-historical approach, consultation of judgments given on 
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request and the related witness interrogations are to be recommended. The same can be said about themes falling in 

the criminal sphere, such as public indecency, abortion, the illegal practice of medicine, infanticide and child abuse, 

etc.  For certain historical research in the legal and judicial sphere, the court records themselves are of little if any 

use. It goes without saying that issues such as the evolution of court costs, the increasing legalization of society, the 

reform of the jury system or the analysis of Belgian government policy on the judicial backlog since the 1832 Judicial 

Organization Act should not be looked for in the court archives, but that there are other more obvious sources, such 

as lawbooks, circulars of the ministers of justice and procurators-general, judicial statistics and documentation of the 

preparation by parliaments of legislation changing the territorial and substantive competences of certain legal 

professions (notary-public, lawyer, advocate, magistrate, registrar). It is also true that in many cases the sought-for 

information can be found equally well, and sometimes faster, in other archives (of ministries, provinces, arrondissement 

commissariats, prisons and bars) and the data in many cases need to be supplemented by information from the 

archives of the registration offices, from the civil status registers and other sources. 

Anyone looking to find his or her way through the ‘immense forest’ of printed legal sources can usefully consult:  

DE THEUX (A.), KOVALOVSKY (I.). Précis de méthodologie juridique. Les sources documentaires du droit. Brussels, 1995. 

VELLE (K.). Recht en gerecht. Bibliografische inleiding tot het institutioneel onderzoek van de rechterlijke macht (1796-1994). 

Brussels, 1994, 2 vols. 

 

 


